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ONIKUMA X15 PRO black/cat ears gaming headphones
Stock  up  on  stylish  gaming  headphones  that  not  only  help  you  gain  an  edge  during  gameplay,  but  also  decorate  your  space  in  an
interesting  way.  The  ONIKUMA  X15  PRO  guarantee  fantastic  sound  quality  thanks  to  50-millimeter  drivers,  and  make  it  easy  to
communicate with other players - they offer an adjustable omnidirectional microphone. They are also distinguished by their ergonomic
design, colorful RGB backlighting and original decoration in the shape of cat ears.
 
Higher level of immersion
Want to become even more immersed in gameplay? With X15 PRO you will  experience an unforgettable experience! The headphones
use 50mm drivers that deliver rich, crisp sound. As a result, you will accurately hear all the details, for example, the steps of opponents
or shots. Enjoy full immersion and at your own desk feel like you are in the center of exciting events!
 
Free communication with other players
Anyone who often  plays  online  games  certainly  knows how important  it  is  to  communicate  properly  with  other  players.  The  X15 PRO
headphones will  come in handy for  this  as well  -  they offer  an adjustable omnidirectional  microphone that  will  reliably and accurately
record your voice. So you can talk to your friends without any problems, plan your next game or warn other team members of danger.
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Designed with gamers in mind
Are you looking for equipment that will not only surprise you with functionality, but also look great? The X15 PRO headphones are sure to
please you! They are equipped with colorful RGB backlighting, which, combined with the transparent headband, looks really amazing and
gives them a unique character. They also have an unusual decoration in the shape of cat ears - it gives them an even more unique style!
 
Comfort for hours of gameplay
Play  as  long  as  you  want  -  with  the  X15  PRO you  don't  have  to  worry  about  discomfort.  The  headphones  offer  soft  earcups  made  of
protein  leather,  which  fit  perfectly  on  the  ears  and  feature  high  wear  resistance.  In  addition,  the  adjustable  headband  allows  you  to
optimally adjust them to your individual needs. All this adds up to unparalleled comfort even during prolonged games!
 
 
ManufacturerONIKUMAModelX15 PROColorBlackTransducer50 mmImpedance15Ω ± 15%Sensitivity102 ± 3 dBFrequency response20 Hz -
20  kHzMicrophone  dimensions6  x  5  mmMicrophone  sensitivity-38  ±  3  dBMicrophone  impedance≤  2.2KΩMicrophone
directivityOmnidirectionalCable lengthApproximately 2 mLED operating voltageDC 5 V ± 5%Operating current≤ 180 mAConnectorsUSB
+ 3.5 mm jack

Preço:

€ 16.49

Jogos, Headphones
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